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亲爱的同学： 

经过前两年的学习，你有没有总结出适合自己的学习方法呢？ 

本单元将运用“by doing”的结构讨论和总结英语学习的好方法，同时，可

以集思广益讨论其他学科的学习方法。通过本单元的学习，我们应该认识到好

的学习方法可以起到事半功倍的作用。下列的“学习指导”从语言知识、语言能力，

包括听、说、读、写等各方面给大家提供了不同的指导，请你根据自己的学情

对比自测，检查自己对本单元的掌握情况。其中基础层是需要达到的最基本

能力，进阶层则提出更高的要求。请同学们跟随“学习指导”和随后讲解，和

我们一起探索有效的学习方法，冲刺初三，加油！  

 

 

 

 

 Unit  1 

How can we become good 

learners? 
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1.1  【学习指导】 

    

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

textbook, conversation, pronunciation, sentence, 

expression, secret, grammar, note, physics, chemistry, 

speed, partner, ability, brain, attention, knowledge, 

discover, repeat, pronounce, increase, connect, review, 

active, aloud, wisely 

1. 

 

2. 

 

1.  

2. 

 

 

 

fall in love with, the secret to, pay attention to, 

connect…with… 

1. 

 

2. 

 
 

 

 

A: How do you learn English? 
B: I learn by studying with a group.  

A: I am a very slow reader.  

B: Just read quickly to get the main ideas at first. 

Don’t read word by word. Read word groups.  

A: How can I read faster? 

B: You can read faster by reading word groups.  

A: How can I improve my pronunciation? 

B: One way is by listening to tapes.  

 
 

 +by+doing  

 

1.  

2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Section A: 1b, 2a, 2b; Section B: 1c, 1d 
95%   

 Section A: 1c, 2c, 2d, 4c; Section B: 1e, 2e 
2d

 

 

 Section A: 3a; 3b; Section B: 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d 

1. 

 

2. 

 

 

 Section A: 1a, 3a; Section B: 1a, 2b 

  

 Section B: 3a, 3b, Self-check 

  

 Alexander Graham Bell  

  

 
1.  

2.  

1.2  【基础知识归纳】 

1.2.1  ★★★ Section A 重点单词 ★★★  

1. textbook n.  

2. conversation n.  

3. aloud adv.  

4. pronunciation n.  

5. sentence n.  
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6. patient adj.  n.  

7. expression n.  

8. discover v.  

9. secret n.  adj.  

10. grammar n.  

11. repeat v.  

12. note n.  v.  

13. physics n.  

14. chemistry n.  

★★★ Section A 重点短语 ★★★  

1. ask…for  

2. study for a test  

3. have conversations with  

4. read aloud  

5. spoken English  

6. give a report  

7. word by word  

8. be afraid to do sth.  

9. fall in love with  

10. as well  

11. look up  

12. have a better understanding of  

13. take notes  

1.2.2  ★★★ Section B 重点单词 ★★★  

1. pronounce v.  

2. increase v.  

3. speed n.  v.  

4. partner n.  

5. born v.  adj.  

6. ability n.  

7. create v.  

8. brain n.  

9. active adj.  

10. attention n.  

11. connect v.  

12. review v. & n.  

13. knowledge n.  

14. wisely adv.  

★★★ Section B 重点短语 ★★★  

1. make mistakes  

2. be born with  
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3. depend on  

4. have…in common  

5. be interested in  

6. pay attention to  

7. connect…with  

8. keep doing sth.  

9. be afraid of   

10. learn from  

11. write down  

12. be stressed out  

13. on one’s own  

14. bit by bit  

15. at once  

16. prepare for  

17. over and over again  

1.2.3  ★★★词形变换★★★ 

1. pronunciation n. →pronounce v.  

2. patient adj.  n. →patience n. →impatient adj. →impatience n. 

→ patiently adv.  

3. expression n. →express v.  

4. discover v. →discovery n.  

5. chemistry n. →chemical adj.  

6. physics n. →physical adj. →physically adv.  

7. ability n. →able adj. →unable adj. →disable v. 

→disabled adj.  

8. create v. →creation n. →creator n. →creative adj. 

→creativity n.  

9. active adj. →actively adv. →act v.  n. →actor 

n. →activity n. →action n.  

10. connect v. →connection n.  

11. knowledge n. →knowledgeable adj.  

12. wisely adv. →wise adj. →wisdom n.  

13. spell v. →spelt →spelt →spelling n.  

14. speak v. →spoke →spoken →speech n. →speechless adj. 

 

15. increase v./n. →increasing adj. →increasingly adv. 

 

1.2.4  ★★★重点句子★★★ 

1. How do you study for a test? ? 

I study by working with a group.  

2. It is too hard to understand spoken English.  

3. The more you read, the faster you’ll be.  
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4. I don’t know how to increase my reading speed.  

5. The teacher spoke so quickly that I did not understand her most of the time.  

 

6. I want to learn new words and more grammar so that I can have a better understanding of English 

movies.  

 

7. Whether or not you can do this well depends on your learning habits.  

 

8. Even if you learn something well you will forget it unless you use it.  

 

1.3  【知识要点全解】 

1.3.1  Section A 知识要点 

1. Do you have conversations with friends in English? ? 

1 have conversations with sb.  have a talk with sb. talk  

with sb.  

Mary had conversations with her student yesterday.  

2 conversation  

Mary was deep in conversation with her student.  

2. What about reading aloud to practice pronunciation? ? 

1 aloud, loud loudly 1-1  

1-1  aloud, loud loudly  

          

aloud   call shout cry  

loud 
   

  talk speak sing laugh  

loudly  
 

loud  
knock ring  

That hungry girl cried aloud.  

Please read the topic aloud.  

Mary spoke in a very loud voice./Mary spoke loud.  

Suddenly the girl screamed loudly.  

2 pronunciation pronounce  

The more you practice,the better your pronunciation is!  

Please pronounce my name correctly.  

3. Annie, I’m a little nervous.  

 

a little a bit  

1  

It’s a little/a bit cold today.  

He is a little/a bit heavier than me.  

2 a little a bit
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of a bit of+  

I drank a little water just now. = I drank a bit of water just now.  

3 not not a little very much not 

a bit ” not…at all  

I’m not a little sad.  

I’m not a bit sad.  

4. I have to finish reading a book and give a report next Monday. 

 

finish -ing  

The homework is so hard that Vivian can’t finish it in an hour. 

 

Have you finished doing your homework?  

5. Just read quickly to get the main ideas at first.  

at first at last  

At first, we used horses to travel. Later we had cars.  

 

at first first of all 1-2  

1-2  at first first of all  

        

at first  in the beginning  

first of all  first next, then  

At first I didn’t like my classmates , but I soon changed my mind. 

 

First of all, cut the bananas into pieces then turn on the blender. 

 

6. Don’t read word by word. Read word groups.  

word by word by

one by one step by step 

year by year little by little  

I improved my speaking skills step by step.  

7. Well be patient.  

patient  patiently

be patient with sb. be patient to do sth.  

Parents should learn to be patient with their children.  

Our English teacher is very patient with us.  

Mary was patient to explain the grammar to me. = Mary explained the grammar to me patiently. 

 

 

patient  

The doctor is patient with the patients.  

8. What is the secret to language learning? ? 

the secret to… to  

The secret to winning an Olympic gold medal is keeping trying and never giving up. 
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the key to the door  

the answer to the question  

the ticket to the theater  

 

secret  

He ran through a secret door.  

9. The teacher spoke so quickly that I did not understand her most of the ti me. 

 

so…that… so that  

…so that… can, could  

Spoken English is so hard that I can’t understand it.  

I practice English hard every day so that I can learn it well.  

10. I was afraid to ask questions because of my poor pronunciation. 

 

be afraid to do sth.  

I was afraid to sleep alone when I was a child.  

 

be afraid of doing sth.  

Rex is so shy that she is afraid of speaking in front of the public.  

 

be afraid that …  

I’m afraid that we are running out of time.  

11. Then one day I watched an English movie called Toy Story. 

 

called Toy Story an English movie

called named with the name of  

an English movie called Toy Story 

= an English movie named Toy Story 

= an English movie with the name of Toy Story 

12. I fell in love with this exciting and funny movie!  

fall in love with be in love with

 

My parents fell in love with each other after working together for many years.  

 

My parents have been in love with each other for more than 30 years.  

30  

13. So I began to watch other English movies, too.  

 

one…the other…, other, others, the others another  

1 one…the other…  

I have two sisters. One is a doctor, and the other is a teacher. 
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2 other  

We study Chinese, English, math and other subjects.  

3 others & the others others the others 

 

You should think of others.  

There are 38 students in our class. 18 of us are girls , and the others are boys.  

38 18  

4 another  

This sweater is too small for me. Show me another one , please.  

 

14. Although I could not understand everything the characters said, their body language and the 

expressions on their faces helped me to get the meaning. 

 

expression  

There was an upset expression on her face.  

expression  

I sent my teachers cards as an expression of thanks.  

15. I discovered that listening to something interesting is the secret to language learning. 

 

1 discover discovery discoverer 

 

Surprisingly, they discovered my secret.  

2 that listening to 

something interesting  

Playing computer games too much is bad for your study.  

3 something interesting something interesting

something, anything, nothing  

Do you have anything important to tell me?  

The doctor said there was nothing wrong with my head.  

 

1 some any

some

 

Would you like something to drink?  

2  

There is something deep inside my heart.  

16. But because l wanted to understand the story, I looked them up in a dictionary. 

 

look up +

look up look up up  

If you want to know the meaning of this word, please look it up in the dictionary.  

 

 

look up  
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Mary looked up at the sky and smiled happily.  

17. By listening to a tape and repeating out loud.  

repeat  

I miss my son, his parents kept repeating.  

 

repeat  

Please repeat your question. I didn’t get it.  

18. By taking notes, doing exercises and reading a lot.  

take notes note  

Taking notes is one of the secrets to learning well.  

 

note  

Please note how he answers the question.  

I noted down the speech.  

19. l usually practice my English by taking notes/reading books and newspapers/speaking English 

with my classmates/memorizing sentence patterns. / / /

 

memorize  

I can’t memorize the spelling of these words.  

 

memorize memory  

The past two years in Tianfu No. 7 High School gave us many happy memories. 

 

1.3.2  语法专项突破—— “by+动词-ing”表方式、方法 

by+ -ing by

by+ -ing how

  

How do you learn English? ? 

I learn by listening to English songs.  

 

1. by+ by / /  

2021 2020 2020

2020  

I went to Tianfu No. 7 High School by subway.  

2. by+  

We must be in bed by 9:50 p.m. in Tianfu No. 7 High School. 9:50

 

3. by+  

Jackie sat by the swimming pool.  

 

by, with in 1-3  
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1-3  by, with in  

        

by  
He improved his English by listening to English songs.  

 

with  Write with a pen.  

in  
They always talk in Chinese.  

She is writing in ink.  

 专项练习 

    1. —How do you study for an English test?    

—        working in groups.  

A. By        B. With        C. On 

    2. Seven is going to the airport        subway.  

A. in         B. by        C. with 

    3. A teacher stood        window, watching the students playing games on the playground.  

A. past        B. through       C. by 

    4. Daniel spent his free time by        with his pets.  

A. play        B. playing       C. plays 

    5. —        do you prepare for the coming exam? 

—        reviewing what I have learned in class.  

A. What; In       B. Where; On      C. How; By 

    6. 2020             standing for people’s values, beliefs and 

customs, they allow us to identify with others with similar backgrounds and feel a sense of being like a 

whole family.  

A. For        B. By        C. With 

1.3.3  Section B 知识要点 

1. I can’t always understand spoken English.  

not always  not  both always all everyone everything 

 

Those who have a lot of power are not always happy.  

Not all the people like Peking Opera.  

2. I don’t know how to increase my reading speed.  

how to increase my reading speed + know

what, who, which where, when, how

know, tell, wonder, ask, show, teach, learn, 

decide  

Such exciting games! I can’t decide which to watch.  

+  

How to improve my physics is a big problem.  

increase  

Studying at Tianfu No. 7 High School not only increases my knowledge, but also brings me much 

happiness.  
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The population of China is not increasing as quickly as the experts expected.  

 

 

1 increase increase to increase by  

The population of this area will increase to 1,000,000. 100  

The price of the car increased by 10% because of the shortage of chips. 

10%  

2 increase  

Homelessness is on the increase because of the war in Syria. 

 

3 speed at high/low speed / at 

the speed of…  

The Delta variant of coronavirus spreads at high speed.  

The technology is improving at the speed of light.  

3. I often make mistakes in grammar.  

 make mistakes in/make a mistake in…  

I tried to make fewer mistakes in spelling.  

4. He can’t get the pronunciation right.  

get…right · get right

 

get+ + /  

The work gets everyone excited.  

Can you get the machine started? ?  

Can you get the car running all the time?  

5. I don’t have a partner to practice English with.  

to practice English with

a partner a partner with with  

The poor man has no place to live in.  

I want nobody to talk with.  

6. Everyone is born with the ability to learn.  

be born with  

She was born with a talent for math.  

 

1 be born be was were  

He was born in Chengdu on October 1 st, 2001. 2001 10 1  

2 born  

He is a born singer.  

3 the ability to do sth. ability  

have the ability in doing sth.  

He has the ability to talk with others in English freely.  

He has great ability in talking with others.  

7. But whether or not you can do this well depends on your learning habits. 
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1  whether or not you can do this well 

 

Whether the epidemic can be under control depends on everyone.  

2 whether or not whether

whether or not whether…or not, or not  

I don’t know whether or not I should talk to him.  

=I don’t know whether I should talk to him or not.  

3 depend on -ing 

 

Your grades depend on your hard work. So keep trying! 

 

8. Research shows that successful learners have some good habits in co mmon. 

 

have…in common (with sb./sth.) /  

Learning English and learning Chinese have much/many things/a lot in common. 

 

She has nothing in common with her father.  

9. creating an interest in what they learn  

 

create, discover invent 1-4  

1-4  create, discover invent  

         

create   

discover   

invent   

Shakespeare created many famous characters.  

Scientists are working to discover a cure for COVID-19.  

The phone was invented by Bell.  

10. Studies show that if you are interested in something , your brain is more active and it is also 

easier for you to pay attention to it for a long time. 

 

1 active take an active part in sth. 

 

Students are encouraged to be active learners.  

Everyone should take an active part in fighting agains t the virus.  

2 pay attention to to -ing

 

Please pay attention to your tone when you speak to your parents. 

 

You should pay more attention to improving your learning habits.  

11. Good learners often connect what they need to learn with something interesting. 

 

1 connect…with connect
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connect be connected with…  

A railway connects Chengdu with Yibin.  

It’s said that good memory is connected with IQ.  

 

connect connection “  

There’s a connection between age and memory.  

12. This way they will not get bored.  

1 get bored / get  

After watching this boring movie, he got bored.  

2 bored boring 1-5  

1-5  bored boring  

        

bored   

boring   

The book is so boring. I’m bored with it.  

13. Good learners will keep practicing what they have learned and they are not afraid of 

making mistakes.  

keep doing sth.  

As long as you keep trying nothing is impossible!  

 

keep sb. doing sth.  

Sorry to keep you waiting for such a long time.  

14. They also look for ways to review what they have learned. 

 

 

look for find  find out 1-6  

1-6  look for, find find out  

        

look for   

find 
 

  

find out  
/ /

 

I could’t find my keys. I’ve looked for them everywhere. Finally, I found them.  

 

Can you find out when the meeting starts?  

15. Knowledge comes from questioning.  

1 knowledge of/ about

knowledge  

Knowledge is power.  

She has a wide knowledge of history.  
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2 question question sb. about sth. 

 

No one questioned what they said.  

16. Everything that you learn becomes a part of you and changes you, so learn wisely and learn 

well.  

wisely wise

wisdom  

Choose wisely.  

17. Are you stressed out each time you have a test?  

be stressed out be nervous stressful adj.  

I was stressed out after the stressful week.  

18. Try to study and remember information bit by bit instead of waiting until the last minute to  study 

everything at once.  

 

instead of  instead 1-7  

1-7  instead of instead  

            

instead of   -ing  

instead    

She learns English by listening to songs instead of memorizing grammar rules. 

 

He said nothing but walked away, instead.  

1.3.4  话题写作指导 

◎ 写作目标 

 

I/we you

 

◎ 篇章结构 

As a good learner we should have good habits and ways 

of learning.  

sb. 

should do sth. 

We need to get ready for our lessons before class. We 

should always listen carefully and take notes in class. After 

class we must review what we learned by reading the notes 

and finishing our homework on time. It is good for us to 

study with a group and help each other. As a student

working hard is important. But don’t forget to do  sports and 

keep healthy. We should do more reading in our free time. 

The more we read the more knowledge we’ll get. If we 

have any problems we’d better ask others for help.  

by doing sth. 

It is +adj. +to do sth. 

don’t forget to do sth. 

the+

the+  
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I hope all these will be helpful to us.   

◎ 实战演练 

How to be a good learner?  

 

 

1.  

2.  

3. 词数80左右。 

 

                                                                                 

                                                                                      

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                      

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

1.4  【分层综合练习】 

1.4.1  A 卷 基础篇  

A B C

 

A 

In the United States, Generation Z (Gen Z) makes up the largest percentage of the US 

population, accounting for about 26 percent. Gen Z refers to those who were   1   between mid-1990s 

and 2010.  

Most people think the biggest   2   between Gen Z and other generations is that this generation has 

been using social media from a very young age.  

However, a recent   3   in the US has found that 41 percent of Gen Z users believe social 

 

1. create an interest 

∵（1）brain more active； 

（2）… 

2.  good 
learning h   

∵（1）… 

（2）… 

3. … 

∵（1）… 

（2）… 

How to be a good learner? 
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media has made them feel sad,   4   or depressed. One of the reasons for this is that they are 

always   5   themselves with other people.  

    1. A. born       B. taught       C. educated 

    2. A. similarity      B. difference       C. part 

    3. A. textbook       B. study        C. talk 

    4. A. nervous       B. excited       C. active 

    5. A. comparing      B. relating       C. enjoying 

 

B 

An old man lived with his little grandson. Every day the old man got up early to read books. His 

grandson wanted to be just like him and tried to copy him every   6   he could.  

One day the grandson asked, “Grandpa, I want to read books as you do. But I don’t understand it, and 

I always   7   it when I close the book. What good does   8   do?” The grandpa quietly turned from 

putting   9   in the stove and replied, “Take this coal basket down to the river and bring 

me a basket of water.” 

The boy did as his grandpa said, but all the water leaked out before he got back home. The 

grandfather laughed and said, “You’ll have to walk more   10   next time.” 

The next time the boy ran faster, but the basket was still empty before he   11   home. The boy 

said, “See, Grandpa, it’s   12   to finish the task!” 

“Is it no use?” the old man said.  “Look at the basket.” The boy looked at the basket and for the first 

time   13   that the basket was different. Instead of a dirty old coal basket, it was   14   inside and 

out.  

“My child, that’s what happens when you read the book. You might not understand or remember 

everything, but the words will   15   you inside and out. That is the work of reading in our lives .” 

    6. A. way     B. note     C. sentence 

    7. A. retell    B. forget     C. memorize 

    8. A. reading    B. writing    C. talking 

    9. A. water    B. coal     C. book 

    10. A. carefully   B. quickly    C. quietly 

    11. A. returned   B. left     C. found 

    12. A. difficult   B. interesting    C. impossible 

    13. A. believed   B. realized    C. stayed 

    14. A. broken    B. clean     C. full 

    15. A. create    B. satisfy    C. change 

A, B  

“Look! There is a frog in the pond!”  

“Oh, I saw another one!”  

Excited, Chu Qing and his teammates carefully noted the locations of the frogs th ey found. They were 

doing this not for fun, but for a citizen science project .  

The Shanghai Natural History Museum recently asked volunteers to look for frogs around the city and 

provide related data to researchers. The researchers hope to study how frogs move around the 

city so that people can better protect them.  

As an electrical engineer, Chu sees this project as his “second job”. “I signed up for this citizen 
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science project because I really love nature ,” he said.  

Citizen science projects like these allow people of all ages and backgrounds to take part 

in scientific research. In 1900, for example, an environmental organization in the US asked thousands 

of volunteers to count birds. This provided scientists with important information ab out bird 

populations.  

To encourage more people to take part in citizen science, the Shanghai Natural History Museum has 

released an app. People can upload photos and sounds of insects, birds and other wild animals on 

the app. This can help scientists study the biodiversity of the city.  

    16. Chu Qing works for Shanghai Natural History Museum as a volunteer.  

    17. Citizen science projects provide a good chance for people from other backgrounds to do  

scientific research.  

    18. An environmental organization in the US allowed thousands of scientists to count birds.  

    19. People can upload videos on the app released by Shanghai Natural History Museum.  

    20. Some environmental organizations are encouraging more people to protect  biodiversity.  

A B ,  

A 

Imagine you live in a city. Everything you need — schools, cinemas, and parks— is all within a 

10-minute walk. Many countries around the world are trying to build cities like this.  

China 

The idea of a “15-minute city” has been realized (实现) in China. In July, Zhangyan Village built a 

“happy community (社区)”. It’s30 kilometers away from downtown (市中心) Shanghai. The community is 

a 1500-square meter area with a cafe, a health center, a post office, and etc. All are within a 15-minute 

walk.The city plans to make such communities for nearly 99 percent of locals (当地人) by 2035. 

Other places are learning from Shanghai. Thirty cities across the country will try out the idea of 

15-minute communities in the future.  

France 

Anne Hidalgo is the mayor (市长) of Paris, France. She wants to build Paris into a 15-minute city. 

City travel is a key of the plan. In 2020, Paris built 60 km of temporary roads for bikes. Now people can 

use those roads forever. Under her plan, Paris will stop 72 percent of its parking spaces for cars. Green 

spaces, gardens and playgrounds will replace (代替) them. The city will turn busy intersections (字路口) 

into squares as well. 

US 

Portland hopes to make 20-minute communities. People can reach places, such as schools and parks, 

by walking or biking for 20 minutes or less. About 11 percent of the city will be 20 -minute communities. 

There will be more sidewalks (人行道). The city will also encourage (鼓励) bike use.   

(    ) 21. The idea of a “15-minute city” has been realized in __________.  

A. Shanghai      B. Paris      C. Portland 

(    ) 22. Portland hopes to ___________.  

A. make 20 communities        

B. build more roads for cars     

C. build more sidewalks 

(    ) 23. The mayor of Paris wants to _____________.  
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A. build the city into a 15-minute city 

B. have more parking spaces for cars       

C. have more intersections 

(    ) 24. Mike is a seventy-year-old man. It’s best for him to live in ____________now.  

A. Shanghai     B. Paris     C. Portland 

(    ) 25. What is true about China? 

A. Downtown Shanghai is 30 kilometers away from Zhangyan.   

B. There are such communities for most of the locals now.  

C. You can find such a community in others cities in China now.   

 

B 

Online eating shows, or Mukbang , originated in the Republic of korea and have become 

popular  around the world.  

Many hosts of such shows become popular for their ability to eat large amounts of food. But these 

shows have also received criticism for their waste of food. While some hosts actually do  consume

the amount of food shown, others may be faking it.  

On Aug. 12, CCTV exposed several Chinese hosts who were pretending to eat large 

amounts of food while on camera, but actually later threw it away.  

To stop this practice, many video and livestreaming platforms, including Douyin, Kuaishou and 

Bilibili, have removed videos that show food waste, and have promoted messages to “stop food 

waste and eat reasonably”.  

In June 2020, the United Nations warned that the world is almost facing t he worst food crisis in 50 

years.  

According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, about a third of the 

world’s food―1.3 billion tons―is wasted every year. In China alone, 50 million tons of food ends up in 

landfills every year, according to Beijing News.  

    26. Why do many hosts of online eating shows become popular?  

A. They originated from the Republic of korea.  

B. They can eat a large amount of food.  

C. They criticize food waste.  

    27. Which is TRUE according to the passage? 

A. Some video and livestreaming platforms may still have videos about food waste.  

B. Douyin has sent text messages to its users about stopping food waste.  

C. There has been 50 million tons of food wasted in China by now.  

    28. Who is thinking about stopping food waste? 

a. Some TV programs.       b. Some hosts of online eating shows.  

c. Some UN organizations.      d. Some video and livestreaming platforms.  

A. a, b and c.    B. b, c and d.   C. a, c and d. 

    29. How do readers probably feel when reading this passage? 

A. Excited.    B. Interested.   C. Worried.  

    30. What’s the best title?  

A. Popular Online Eating Shows.  
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B. Food Waste―An Increasing Problem.  

C. The Disadvantages of Food Waste.  

1.4.2  B 卷  提升篇 

 

1. Spelling and p        can be improved by listening to the tapes.  

2. I am afraid of e        my feelings to my parents. They may be mad at me.  

3. Mr. Hunt has a wide k        of chemistry. We all look up to him.  

4. In a video, a man occupied a woman’s seat on the train. When she r         asking him to give the 

seat back, he was just lying lazily in it.  

5. COVID-19 Deaths are still i        in the U. S., especially in the South and West.  

,  

A: Li Ming, what progress you’ve made! It’s   1   that you can improve your English in a short 

time. Have you discovered any   2  ? 

B: To be honest, there is no such thing. I’m not talented but I just study hard and try to learn    3  . 

The ways of learning are important.  

A: I’ve worked hard at English for a whole week, bu t I   4   to have little improvement. At times I 

feel like giving up.  

B: You need to have the   5  . Rome was not built in one day. Two years ago, I was also weak in 

English. How to improve it was my biggest problem.  

A: How did you solve it? 

B: Later I considered it not as a problem but a   6  . There is always a way out. And I realized 

whether or not I can learn English well   7   on my learning habits.  

A: Maybe you’re right. Could you give us some specific advice? How do you remember  

new words? 

B: By   8   them. For example, after class, I always copy new words on pieces of paper, stick them 

on the walls in my bedroom or in the living room and read the words    9   whenever I see them. Once I 

keep them in my mind. I change new paper.  

A: Sounds like a fun way.  

B: Also, I always read the English words on the objects I see. This way I try   10   what I’m 

learning with things around.  

A: Thanks a lot. I’ll give a try.  

1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

6.  7.  8.  9.  10.  

10 , , 

 

instead popular university poor say push 

one anyway difference score famous truth 

Zhong Fangrong could have chosen any college major she wanted. This girl from Hunan  

  1   one of the highest gaokao in the country this year. But she chose archaeology , one of   2   
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majors in China. Her choice has led to heated discussion online.  

Some people think Zhong made a   3   choice. They say she’ll have a hard time finding a job. But 

others have supported her,   4   that people should not choose their majors based only on practical 

reasons.  

The most popular majors nowadays seem to be practical    5   ―that is, majors that will lead to lots 

of high-paying jobs. Majoring in arts or humanities seems to be discouraged .  

In the US, there are stereotypes about Asian and Jewish parents   6   their 

kids to become doctors and lawyers, as these professions earn a lot of money. However, everyone has a 

different reason for picking a major. I, for instance, chose to study at the same    7   that my favorite 

English teacher studied at.  

It is   8   that some majors, such as philosophy and poetry, are seen as unpractical in the US.  

But some students pick them   9  . In fact, some students try two or even three different majors 

until they find the right fit.  

Journalism was my choice in the end. Sometimes I wonder how my life might have turned  

out if I’d chosen   10   . But so far, it seems like it was the right choice.  

1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

6.  7.  8.  9.  10.  

 

A. ,  

Many people in China enjoy watching short videos on Douyin, a video app. TikTok, the international 

version of Douyin, is popular among young people in other places.  

  1   He also said that ByteDance, the Chinese company tha t owns TikTok, has 45 days to make the 

sale, CNN reported.  

The Trump administration said ByteDance uses the app to collect information from users. This  

could put national security at risk. ByteDance has refuted this.   2    

  3   This was not America’s first move, which means bans on products made by Huawei, another 

Chinese tech company, as well.  

Young TikTok users in the US are upset about the ban.   4   “I mainly post dance videos along with 

jokes or whatever is going on in my life,” she said. Her videos have gained her over 106, 000 followers.  

   5   “I’ve seen other people who use it as a safe space,” she said.  

A. The move comes during an ongoing trade war between China and the US.  

B. Katie Peterson, a 16-year-old girl from Florida, spends a lot of time on the app.  

C. But on Aug. 6, US President Donald Trump said that he would ban（封杀）TikTok in the US unless 

the app is sold to a US company.  

D. It states that the administration’s real intention（意图）is to harm the company.  

E. She worries that the ban could take away an important platform（平台）for people like her.  

F. She thinks it will be a loss for everyone.  

1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

B. ,  

Many people think that English writing is difficult. Here are some great writing tips that will help y ou 

improve your writing in a short time.  
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Don’t ramble . This is a very common mistake made by people who have poor writing 

skill. If they ramble, they are not paying attention to grammar. As a result, their sentences become very 

long. They may make more mistakes. If you have poor grammar, use short sentences.  

Make sure your sentences are correct. Think about each sentence carefully before moving on. It ’s 

better to write a short passage that is easy to read and mistake -free than to write a long article that is filled 

with grammar mistakes.  

Enlarge your vocabulary. If you don’t have a large vocabulary, you will find it difficult to write as 

you can’t find right words to use properly. The solution to this problem is to build your vocabulary. You 

can do this by reading the local newspapers daily, borrowing books from the library or watching English 

programs.  

Don’t write when you are tired. Tiredness can lead to nothing to write. If you find yourself looking at 

a blank piece of paper with nothing to write , don’t just sit there! Take a walk or a warm shower, or simply 

lie down to get some rest. You’ll find that you’ll enjoy your writing a lot more and you can write better.  

How to improve your writing 

Tips   1   Specific ways 

Don’t ramble. 

They may forget about grammar 

when rambling. The shorter the 

sentences are,   2   they’ll make.  

Use short sentences if you have poor grammar.  

Make sure to 

  3  . 

It’s better to write a short and 

mistake-free passage than to write a 

long one filled with mistakes.  

Think about each sentence carefully before moving 

on.  

Enlarge your 

vocabulary. 

If not, you’ll find it hard to find 

the right words to write.  

   4  .  

Borrow books from the library or watch English 

programs.  

Don’t write 

when you’re 

tired. 

Tiredness can lead to nothing to 

write.  

Take a walk or a warm shower, or simply lie down 

to get some rest   5   sitting there and writing 

nothing.  

1.                                           2.                                

3.                                           4.                                

5.                                 

1.4.3  课外阅读拓展篇 

Reading A  

I. Fill in the blanks according to the right forms of the words given in the box.  

find deep two base similarity shine 

researcher including such nature difference so 

The sequel to the successful food documentary Once Upon a Bite was 

released on Tencent Video on April 26. It continues   1   a light on the stories and cultures behind  

                                                        
① 摘自《21世纪学生英文报》初二版第 699 期，2020-05-18。 
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mouthwatering foods from around the world.  

The eight-episode documentary was made once again by director Chen Xiaoqing and his team. 

This time, they spent more than one and a half years    2   25 countries and regions that are home to 

over 300 dishes.  

Each episode shows how a special food or ingredient is cooked or used    3   around the world. 

Ingredients   4   chicken, crab , sugar, honey and sausages . The aim of the documentary 

is to help people around the world to understand the differences between food cultures in different places, 

Li Yong, co-director of the second season, told China. org. cn.  

The   5   episode, for example, focuses on crab and shows how people around the world eat it. In 

Maryland, US, people enjoy blue crabs from the Atlantic Ocean. They take the meat and mix it with other 

ingredients to make meat pies. They throw away the crab cream , roe and claws . But 

Japanese treat crabs in a different way. They try not to waste any part of the crab and can create a dish   

  6   on a single part, such as crab cream.   7   to the Japanese, Chinese eat every part of the crab, 

but also cook it in different ways and create a lot of dishes, such as steamed crabs and wine 

preserved crabs .  

“Cuisines have a close relationship with   8   things like the geographical environment,  

  9   resources, cultures and local eating habits,” Li said. “There are still some foods that are    10    

rooted in the places they come from.” 

1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

6.  7.  8.  9.  10.  

II. Choose the answer.  

    1. From the first two paragraph, we know that        .  

A. the first season of Once Upon a Bite was released on April 26 

B. Once Upon a Bite focuses mainly on different foods 

C. it’s second time for Chen Xiaoqing to direct the documentary Once Upon a Bite 

    2. According to the co-director Li Yong, why do they shoot the documentary? 

A. To introduce the delicious foods around the world.  

B. To help people to understand the food cultures in different places.  

C. To teach people how to cook different foods in different places.  

    3. Which one is TRUE about the way people eat crabs? 

A. Chinese and Americans share the same way to eat the crab.  

B. Japanese try to eat every part of the crab.  

C. Chinese and Japanese cook the crab in the same way.  

    4. From the last paragraph, we cannot infer that        .  

A. the viewers will know not only the food but also the culture behind it after watching Once  

Upon a Bite 

B. we can have a better understanding of one place by learning about the cuisines there  

C. the foods of different places have much in common 

    5. What’s the best title for the passage?  

A. World full of bites.  

B. The success of Once Upon a Bite.  

C. The relationship between foods and cultures.  
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III.  Write down the meaning of the bold words according to context.  

    1. The sequel to the successful food documentary Once Upon a Bite… 

    2. The sequel to the successful food documentary Once Upon a Bite was released on 

Tencent Video on April 26.  

    3. It continues to shine a light on the stories and cultures behind mouthwatering foods from  

around the world.  

    4. This time, they spent more than one and a half years researching 25 countries and regions  

that are home to over 300 dishes.  

    5. The second episode, for example, focuses on crab and shows how people around the world  

eat it.  

IV.  Sentence analysis.  

There are still some foods that are deeply rooted in the places they come from.  

1. , that              “they come from”             , 

                 

2.  “are deeply rooted in”              , rooted              

                ;  pull the plant up by roots  “root”                 ;  

Money is the root of all evil.  “root”                 .  

3.  

                                                                                 

1.4.4  课外阅读拓展篇 

Reading B  

I. Fill in the blanks according to the right forms of the words given in the box.  

grateful take ability feed pass complete 

chase run simply disappoint exact catch 

A hunter once lost his way deep inside the jungle while    1   a deer. As hard as he tried, he could 

not find a way out of the jungle, nor could he find any food to eat. He started feeling so hungry that he 

could eat an elephant in one go.   2  , he lost all hope. And that was   3   when an apple tree   4    

his sight. He collected some apples   5   him for the rest of his search.  

As he ate the first apple, he felt grateful for finding the tree. He thanked the jungle. He could not 

believe his luck when he ate the first apple, but he was    6   while eating the second apple and even less 

grateful after eating the fifth apple. Somehow, with each   7   apple, his hunger refused to go away and 

he became less happy. He couldn’t enjoy his tenth apple at all.  

Why? He had already   8   for granted the gift of having found an apple tree in the middle of a  

forest. When he took the tenth apple in his hand, he was still very hungry, but he just did not feel like 

eating anymore. Economics calls this diminishing marginal utility . I like to  

call it diminishing gratitude , or in   9   words, taking things for granted. Or let’s just call it the 

tenth apple effect.  

The tenth apple did not lack flavor , nor was it   10   to end the man’s hunger. The only 

thing lacking was his gratitude for finding food in the middle of the jungle.  

                                                        
① 摘自《21世纪学生英文报》初三版第 638 期，2020-10-19。 
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1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

6.  7.  8.  9.  10.  

II. Choose the answer.  

    1. What happened to the hunter in the jungle?  

A. He was driven into the jungle by a deer.  

B. An apple tree stopped him.  

C. He found some apples to eat by chance.  

    2. After eating more apples, the hunter felt         .  

A. more and more thankful 

B. hungrier than he did before 

C. less happy with each apple he ate 

    3. Which sentence can best explain the underlined phrase?  

A. Feeling grateful for unexpected gifts.  

B. Not being grateful for what you get.  

C. The more things you find, the less useful they are.  

    4. What can we infer from the passage about the tenth apple?  

A. It was not as delicious as the other apples.  

B. It was unable to end the man’s hunger.  

C. The man lacked gratitude for the tenth apple.  

    5. Why does the writer write the passage?  

A. To show us how to find food in the jungle.  

B. To remind us to be grateful for what we have.  

C. To teach us the economic knowledge in the story.  

III.  Sentence analysis.  

 As hard as he tried, he could not find a way out of the jungle, nor could he find any food to e at.  

The tenth apple did not lack flavor , nor was it        to end the man’s hunger. 

, nor                           ,               

 :  

                                                                                 

                                                                                     

IV. Fill in the chart.  

Be   1   for what you have 

The beginning 

When the hunter was running after the deer, he couldn’t    2   the jungle.  

He was full of   3   before he saw an apple tree.  

  4   feed himself, he began to collect some apples.  

The   5     

He was grateful when eating the first apple. He felt    6   lucky   6   he couldn’t 

believe it.  

Though   7   remained, his gratefulness gradually decreased as he ate more apples.   

The   8     

He   9   finding an apple tree   10   a natural thing.  

This situation   10   diminishing marginal utility in Economics, which is also 

called apple effect by the writer.  
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The conclusion 

   11   because of flavor   11   the ability to meet the man’s hunger, but the 

man’s   12   of gratitude for finding food that   13   his change of attitude to the 

apple.  

V.  Word collecting.  

1.                 

2.                  

3.                  

4.                  

5.                                            

6.                  

7.                  
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